Document management that is not rocket science.
Welcome
We hope that you continue to have a prosperous 2010. To help you along the way we continue to add
new features and have, we believe, introduced a very competitive licensing and pricing scheme.

We Need You
The development direction of RocketDMS is 100% driven by YOU. All requests for features and
enhancements are added to our development roadmap with priority given to existing license holders.
So... Download and try RocketDMS. Ask any questions at any time and most important of all.... let
us know what you need to make it useful for you. Don't be shy.

Version 6.3 of RocketDMS is now available for download.
Version 6.3 introduces many enhancements and new features that include:
Workflow. A Petri Net based workflow engine has been added. This lets us create jobs that
can be made up of any number of tasks. Jobs are then applied to documents. Version 6.3
comes with 4 workflow jobs built in. These provide different ways for you to send a document
from the DMS to another person , have them work on it, return the updates to you and have the
new versions incorporated back into the DMS.
Audit Trails. Logs all users and actions performed to either MySQL, SQLite or Windows event
logs.
Projects View. All functions that were previously under the Workspace/Projects tab have now
been moved to a new view in the document store call the Projects View.
White Label Branding. or distributors and resellers. On-sell RocketDMS under your own
brand and intgrated with your own systems.
Native MS-Office and OpenOffice Version Comparison. RocketDMS now uses existing
MS-Office or OpenOffice document comparison features by default if they are installed. These
can be over-ridden by 'plugging-in' your own or third-party comparison scripts or programs.
New prices. We have improved the licensing and pricing to give you more choice. We have
removed the yearly license expiry. You now pay only US$39.95 per user for a license. The
license does not expire and you can use your license and current program version for as long
as you like. To use newer program versions with new features you can upgrade any existing
licenses for only US$19.95.
Document Revision History. The display of revision history has been improved with more
information being displayed.
Structured Pick Lists. Document tag pick lists (combos/selections) can now contain multiple
levels of selections.

Distributors and Resellers
If you are interested in re-selling the RocketDMS system in your area then we would like to hear from
you. Please email me at mailto:mike@rocketdms.co.nz
We are equipped to do live on-line demonstrations. If you would like us to take you through a
demonstration of a live system and a question/answer session please contact Mike Bennett

mike@rocketdms.co.nz

Links
Homepage - http://rocketdms.co.nz
Change Log - http://rocketdms.co.nz/index.php/changelog
Download and Trial - http://rocketdms.co.nz/index.php/downloads?func=download&fileid=1
Downloads - http://rocketdms.co.nz/index.php/downloads
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